Privacy policy SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker
In this privacy policy by SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker, you read how we handle your privacy with care. When you
don’t feel comfortable with how SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker uses your data, please contact us at
info(at)arnoschuitemaker.com. This privacy policy might be changed due to amendments in the law. It is therefor
recommendable to review this privacy policy every now and then.
Which personal data do we process?
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker can collect your personal data when you join our activities or make use of our services,
for example your participation in a workshop or audition, signing up for our newsletter, visiting one of our
performances or when you have made a donation. Data that SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker collects are your first and
family name, your email address, home address and (when relevant) your organization or company.
Why does SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker need this data?
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker processes your personal data to be able of service in a personal way. For example, to
be able to send you a newsletter when you signed up or to send you relevant information on being a donor or
about an activity/service you signed up for. Also, SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker can process your personal data to
execute a work agreement.
How long and where does SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker store my data?
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker stores your personal data no longer than we need it for processing reasons, unless
when we are required by law to store them longer. Specifically for the newsletter, SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker
stores your personal data with Mailchimp for which we have a processing agreement. The data storage for the
newsletter is indefinite. You can always cancel your newsletter subscription by clicking on the link at the bottom of
the newsletter or by sending an email to info(at)arnoschuitemaker.com.
Will my personal data be shared with third parties?
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker only shares your personal data when this is required in the execution of the agreement
we have with you or when the law requires us to do so.
How is my data protected?
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker takes protecting your data serious and took adequate measures to prevent misuse,
loss, unauthorized access, and unlawful publication or changes. The website uses a SSL Certificate to make sure
that your personal data will not end up in the hands of others.
How do you track my visit to your website?
When you visit the website of SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker www.arnoschuitemaker.com, we track general and
anonymous visiting records, like the location and timing of the visit. This information is used to analyse the
website’s functionality in order to be able to improve it. This information is not shared with third parties.
The use of Google Analytics
We make us of Google Analytics to track in what way visitors browse our website and how effective SHARP/
ArnoSchuitemaker’s Google Ads are on Google’s search pages. Google can share this information with a third
party when required by law or to the extend that third parties process this information on behalf of Google.
SHARP/ArnoSchuitemaker does not have any influence over this. We direct you to Google’s privacy policy for
more information.
What are my rights?
You always have the right to get insight in your personal data, to correct it or to have it removed. A request to get
insight, to make correction or let it be removed can be sent to info(at)arnoschuitemaker.com. SHARP/
ArnoSchuitemaker aims to respond within three weeks.

